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Small Mouth Sounds is my favorite kind of comedy.

In short, these people are absolutely broken. Every character in this play must come to terms with loss. They may be grieving family, relationships, or perhaps just loss of self. They are here, because they have nowhere else to turn to.

But this is a comedy, I promise. This show deals with some very plausible circumstances, but Bess Wohl does not allow us, the audience, to wallow in sorrow and self-pity. That's not productive. These people are trying - though perhaps not always succeeding - to get better. They are not alone.

Our seven actors, six of whom you will see on stage, and one who you will only hear, have dedicated so much time into making these characters real. They find comedy in absurd moments without invoking suspension of disbelief. It has been an absolute pleasure to work with this cast and this rehearsal exec team, who have always brought everything they have to rehearsals. They have made this show silly, heartbreaking, and above anything else, fun.

Thank you to everyone who has made this production an absolute pleasure to work on. And thank you, lovely audience member, for joining us in this experience.
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